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GLOBAL CONTEXT

Advanced economies 
transitioning to 

knowledge economies

Top performing global 
economies derive >30% of 
GDP through knowledge-

based economy

NATIONAL 
CONTEXT

Historical reliance on resource-
based economy

<5% economy derived through 
knowledge

Requires an innovation 
ecosystem connecting education 

and research excellence in 
partnerships with industry, 

government and academia to 
deliver new businesses and jobs

REGIONAL/CITY 
CONTEXT

Regions and cities exposed 
differentially to slowing of 
growth in the  mining and 

resources sector and  in 
traditional manufacturing. 

Universities working in 
partnership with government 
and industry to transform the 
future of their cities and 
regions 



Building a New Economy
Equitable Prosperity, Better Health, Environmental Sustainability

Priority Sectors for SA: Deep Science and Deep Technology Sectors

➢ Health 

➢Renewable Energy

➢ Defence and Space

➢Advanced Manufacturing

➢Mining & Resources

➢Agtech, Food and Wine

➢Environment and Water



STEMM Research and Innovation Value Chain….The Enablers
EXCITE

Excellence

Innovation &  
Translation

Productive 
Collaboration

Enabling The 
Future Workforce

• Investment World class Infrastructure
• Global Standing Frontier Technologies
• Talent

• Researcher - Researcher 
• Business - Research
• Business -Business

• Digital and Technology Capability
• Commercialisation
• Intermediaries and Knowledge Transfer Networks
• Innovation and Translation Neighbourhoods

• STEMM Skills
• Demand and Supply 
• The Diversity of STEMM



Disruptive Technologies  
McKinsey Global Forum 2013 

Timing Impact 

Mobile internet and cloud technology 2015–17 rapid spread of internet-based service models

Advances in computing power and ‘big data’ 2015–17 new systems and capabilities to harness massive datasets 
generated

New energy supplies and technologies 2015–17 new energy supplies/ technologies - economic  
geopolitical, environmental repercussions. 

The Internet of Things 2015–17 use  of remote sensors, communications, and processing 
power in industrial equipment and everyday objects

Adv manufacturing, 3D printing 2015–17 on-demand production, major  implications for global 
supply chains and production networks. 

Crowdsourcing, peer-to-peer platforms Current the talent and resources companies can connect to, 
become a major knowledge resource

Advanced robotics and autonomous 
transport

2018–20 robots with enhanced senses, dexterity, and intelligence in 
manufacturing, service jobs encroaching into professions… 
Autonomous cars, trucks, aircraft, and boats.

Artificial intelligence and machine learning 2018–20 automate knowledge-worker tasks regarded as impossible 
or impractical for machines to perform

Advanced materials, biotechnology and 
genomics 

2018–20 impacts on medicine and agriculture. synthetic molecules 
via bio-process engineering -pharmaceuticals, plastics and 
polymers, biofuels etc



Alibaba and Amazon: Taking Over Technology and Supply Chains??

Alibaba’s Singles’ Day 
smashes records with
over $30bn in sales

The first $1bn of transactions 
were completed in 85 seconds



Entry Point: New Technologies Boosting Productivity

➢ In 2016 the Kazakhstani Government has launched a series of plans aimed 
at cost-cutting and efficiency improvements. 

➢ Google  engaged to leverage big data analytics and Industrial IOT through 
sensors installed on mining and processing equipment around the country, 
to provide insight where bottlenecks occur, and allow for real time 
efficiency implementation in the  new “mining industry competence 
centre”.

➢ “We are trying to depart from the inheritance we got from the Soviet 
system. We are transforming our mining sector closer to the Australian 
model that allows you better access to information, and gives 
transparency.” Minister of Investment and Development, 
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Australian Institute for Machine Learning
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East Adelaide Science, Technology and Engineering
Translation and Innovation Neighbourhood



➢ An Automotive and defence supply chain now 
applied to medical device manufacturing 

➢ Financial support, academic research, market 
access and incubation facilities

➢ A bridge to the Asia-Pacific and free trade 
agreements  with Japan, Korea and China.



World Economic Forum: Top Ten Emerging Technologies 2018

Augmented reality Overlaying information and animation on to real-world images will help surgeons visualize tissues

beneath a patient’s skin, contribute to assembly line processes and holographic-like guides.

Personalised 

Medicine
Advanced diagnostic tools to determine the risk of disease and tailor therapeutics to an individual

AI-led Molecular 

Design

Machine-learning algorithms analyse all known past tests to create new materials and drugs,

discern patterns and predict what new molecules are most likely to work

AI that can Argue 

and Instruct

Technologies which allow the next generation of machine learning systems to organize raw text,

video, pictures, audio, emails and compose advice – or debate an opponent.

Implantable Drug-

Making Cells

Implantable cells with engineered synthetic biology can be programmed to control drug release

within tissues.

Lab-Grown Meat The development of lab-grown beef, pork, poultry and seafood from cultured stem cells.

Electroceuticals
Electroceuticals – devices that treat conditions with electrical impulses using an approach delivering

signals to the vagus nerve

Gene Drive
A new approach that can change the traits of a population or species has emerged using gene

drives, genetic elements that pass from parents and spread through populations.

Plasmonic 

Materials

Creation of nano-antennas, solar cells and sensors for detecting chemical and biological agents

including toxins.

Algorithms for 

Quantum 

Computers

Quantum computers could simulate nature and help design materials. Algorithms could enhance

the design of new materials in areas from energy to health science.



To the South
The Tonsley Industry 4.0 

Translation and Innovation 
Neighbourhood



Building the SA 
Health Translation and Innovation 

Neighbourhood



LOT 14

• Australia Space Agency 
Hub;

• International Centre for 
Tourism, Hospitality and 
Food Studies;

• Aboriginal Art and 
Cultures Gallery

• Entrepreneurship
• Start-Ups



Knowledge Creation:
• Scalable Excellence
• Global Innovators
• Targeted Research Infrastructure
• Frontier Technology COEs

The SA STEMM R&I Value Chain 
Integrating the Enablers in our Innovation and Translation Neighbourhoods 

Deliver the Metrics of Success

Knowledge Transfer:
• Researcher-Business
• Business-Business

Knowledge Application:
• Commercialisation
• Intermediaries within Innovation 

and Translation Neighbourhoods
• Knowledge Transfer Networks 

between Innovation and 
Translation Neighbourhoods




